Proclamation at the Festival on 17. August 1948

In the Supreme Majesty of Divinity, acts the Divine Love, Maria. In Holiness She fulfils the Will of God the Father.

Like splendid gemstones, the earthly years sparkle in the golden circle of Her life. The climax had been reached in the time of the reign of the sublime woman, where Her Love directly filled After-Creation.

The sky is opened when the Bells ring deeply. Rosy glow flooded the figure of the sublime woman, and the Woman of Heaven, the Primordial Mother Elizabeth, bent over Her. A radiant smile rests upon Her Holy countenance, and Her broad, star-studded blue cloak surges around the sublime Maria.

The voice of the Primordial Queen resonated:

„Maria, You source of the Highest Graces and the Goodness of God the Father. From you flows Life into the Universe. In your hands Renewal rests by the Power of the Holy Spirit. You are the Power of the greatest Happening out of the all-enduring Love of the Creator. Through you the Work of my Son is fulfilled. On today’s Festival of your earthly life, the Gates of the Highest Graces open. These Graces arise from your blessing hands. Like balsam, they soothe the open wounds in After-Creation and heal all pain. They give healing power to many earthly sources.

The Will of my Son will radiate more and more strongly from you. The connection with Him is becoming ever closer, for from this day on the core of your Divinity turns upwards, in the full swing of a great victory and a powerful ascent into the Light.“

Both hands of the Primordial Queen rested on the head of the sublime woman. A flood of blossoms floated around Her figure.

The arms of the sublime woman Maria spread far out, and out of the palms of the hands swelled healing light in a delicate, pink colour.

With the sound of soft music, the Primordial Queen levitated softly to the Light.

And again the Bells sounded in a festive tone. The Lord appeared in a golden Light-Stream. With radiant eyes He approached the sublime woman and He gently laid His hands on Her shoulders. And in the inner being of the sublime woman sounded His Voice:

„Maria, the Might of your Love in the gross matter worlds reaches its climax and floods the Creation with rich graces. Through the Goodness of God the Father opens the gates of your healing power. A healing current penetrates into Creation and brings the healing power wherever new life is to sprout.

Behind it, in the flashes of My Will, enlightenment descends, through which the Highest Works of Light arise in materiality. With the recovery, joyful, enhanced activity begins, which brings about a peaceful work.
And in the ring of your life today a red-glowing gem of power is inserted.

The Power of the Divine Majesty comes forth from you, and in it the Crown of your life is formed. Decorated with the Signs of your Holiness, they reveal the Law of Love!“

Upon the Lord’s sign came glittering angels and brought gifts to the sublime woman.

The first two angels knelt down and handed the Royal Crown of Divine Love on a Light cushion. The Lord took them and lifted them up. The Crown gleamed gloriously over the head of the sublime woman, and overpowered her with Divine Highness.

At that moment, the Dove shone in the twinkling glitter of blinding White Light, and the Voice of God boomed from Above:

„I have put the Creative Laws of Life into you so that they may rule in the Universe.

You, Sun of Mine, then glow through the worlds and flood them with my All-Power!“

The Power of the Supreme Divinity permeated the sublime woman and powerful glow radiated majestically out of her.

Two angels were kneeling again on another sign of the Lord. In their hands, glowed the Book with the title:

„The Life of the Lord.“

The Lord took the Book and gave It to the exalted woman. She opened It and the Voice of the Lord sounded:

„I am Imanuel, the Will of God. The Wisdom of God the Father flows out of Me, and is fulfilled through Me.“

Thereafter always two and two angels came forward, who presented the revelation of the Highest Wisdom on golden plates.

In the mighty impact of the Light, the plates radiated, and in glorious waves was revealed to the sublime woman, Maria, the Happening in the Divine Realms, which partly was also allowed to be realised on the earth.

At that moment, glorious choirs resounded to the Glory of God also in the earthly world.

The angels stood up in a broad semicircle, and radiant serving beings of every kind came at and over the Steps of Light.

In deep humility, they bowed before the Divine Will and before the Divine Love. And the Lord heard the request which spoke from their eyes, and waved unto them.
Two of the most radiant ones stepped forward, carrying a giant golden chalice of the purest service. It was created out of their work and sounded in the most joyful thanks.

They hand it over to the sublime woman in the great Fulfilment, in which Love Itself preserves the circles of faithful service.

To this chalice lead in a circle multicoloured radiant threads of all kinds of service.

The sublime woman waved to them smilingly. And the Voice of the Lord sounded to them:

„As I direct everything according to the Will of God Father, Maria fulfils everything in His sustaining Love, and the Divine Purity acts through the forming sublimity. This Divine Trinity is the foundation of the Highest Service.

The Divine Love, however, is the centre out of which the almighty glow of Fulfilment blazes. God the Father laid into your heart the life, which through mighty pulsation renews and sustains everything.

In this living rhythm of Divine Love, is anchored the jubilant service of all Light Beings, who can only act in the Love and through the Love.“

The sublime woman stood up, lifted up Her hands, and out of each palm of Her hand rose five healing streams which poured through the immeasurable power of Love into matter.

„I Bless you“

It sounded out of Her Holy mouth.

A m e n

Bow down, you human spirits, before the Purity of this Power, which streams out of Love and Grace, to helpingly come close to you in the last hour, which is still granted to the earth, so that you should enter into the help becoming visible to you. To assist Maria and Irmingard, who descended to you from unimaginable heights.

You Disciples, and you who have been Called, listen to the immutability of the Divine Laws, which swing for you in the circle. Listen to the urge which fills your spirits, and take it as a warning in the last moment, for the Happening comes to a closure, and the end of the proclaimed Judgement will crush you if you do not truly change yourselves in the Laws out of the Love which, in strict Justice, will let Its Grace shine above you.

I have been sent to proclaim to you listening ones the new Grace which again in undeserved strength will be descending towards you. Not because of you happen these things, whose Greatness, you in your human smallness will never be able to grasp, but only therefore to assist those who out of unfathomable loving sacrifice descend to your earth.
Never will you comprehend this Grace, for also you, you who are Disciples, will hide away in the protection of your self-created thought-forms which surround your spirits as if with a veil, so that you cannot see anything anymore from the original core of your tasks which you should fulfil.

Listen to the Words which I am allowed to proclaim to you out of the Almighty Power of the Lord Parzival-Imanuel:

„Infinite are all worlds, and the Power that created Me. You should be Disciples. Gifted with the Holy Spark of Divine Grace. You should be Disciples to His Word, Disciples acting out of My Will. And what have you become? Disciples out of your volition, if perhaps with good intent. I but say to you the hour has come, where you must cease to bask in the splendour of a task which has been given to you.

Listen to My Word, for it is the Truth. Far from you resides the Light and the home of your spirit, you, who walk on earth.

Open up to the forces which I want to give to you anew today. The time of waiting has ended. You must now serve with joyous will; for the time of the Judgement is past, and you shall suffocate under the glows, which still stream out of it, if you do not act according to My Word in a fresh deed.

I left the earth through the guilt of your failure.

With you remained, incomprehensible in the greatness of the sacrifice which They delivered, the Parts out of Divine Will - not created for it, to walk in the dirt of matter - Maria and Irmingard.

They are Called to complete the Work that I began out of the Will of My Father.

Therefore, from now on, you shall serve them in Truth and Purity, for they are the Word.

That is why I took away your tasks, which you hitherto considered to fulfil, and I give them now anew to you, but changed out of My Volition through the Grace of the Eternal Unreachable. Changed from the service of the past to the service on the Love, Whom you have to obey from now on in all things. Now faithfully fulfil this change, which I have proclaimed to you through my Disciple Isaiah, who is wearing the black robe.“

Isaiah is silent. He closes the Book of Proclamation, and out of his flaming figure the image of the Primordial Queen Elizabeth dissolves itself in rosy light. Out of the veils which surround Her radiate the deep dark red shining Rose and the Lily gleaming in Purity.

Isaiah, however, proclaims what arises from the Will of the Almighty and His Grace:
„Wandering in the strength and power of Their task, Maria the Loving Rose, and Irmingard, the Pure Lily, walk above your earth. They had to walk through hardship, suffering and dirt through the guilt of your failure.

Disciples, the fulfilment of your Callings and tasks changes. From now on, you have to serve alone the Love and the Purity Who still remain amongst you on earth. A protective wall you should form around them in the fulfilment of the gifts given to you. The rainbow of Love stretches over your earth, and the Primordial Queen, radiant in the shine of Her almighty, inclines to you. The Rose and the Lily are not to be separated anymore, but there happens a Mystery, whose full greatness you are not able to grasp."

Isaiah is silent. But the Primordial Queen takes the Rose and immerses It into the Lily, and She takes the Lily and plunges It into the Rose. Out of the flaming pillar arises a shine which radiates over the kneeling Disciples and envelops them in its glorious Power.

„Disciples, Called Ones“, speaks Isaiah, „you were allowed to experience great things. Not separate concepts anymore shall be Rose and Lily. They melted into a unity, and they will fulfil in complementing each other in giving and taking. They will serve the Work to which they have been Called. Lily and Rose stream out their Power in united service. Human spirits pull yourselves together and serve also with the power of your spirit, which forgets its own volition because of the beauty and greatness of its task."

Jubilant drone the Bells of the Grail over you. Listen quietly to their song and you will hear out of their singing everything which you need.